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South Africa

 GDP reported a 51% decline in annualized growth rate for the Q2 (COVID-19 and lockdown 

regulations)

 Manufacturing sector declined by 74,9%

‒ Declined demand for steel

 Unemployment: ~26.7%

 National utility EAF constraints and load shedding

 Scheduled coal decommissioning (Plant end of life, Air quality compliance etc.)

‒ 5 400 MW of electricity from coal generation by Eskom will be decommissioned by year 2022, 

increasing to 10 500 MW by 2030 and 35 000 MW by 2050 (IRP 2019)

Current status of the country’s economy and energy demand status
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South Africa

Green Economy as fiscal recovery to COVID-19 and its impacts to the economy
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 Tracking of COVID-19 recovery pledges for Energy Spending

‒ G20 countries have committed at least $382.29 billion

‒ $50.19 billion for unconditional clean energy through 72 policies

 SA has provided support to the unemployed and recent job losses, grant beneficiaries and SMMEs 

 President’s infrastructure plan to invest R 2.3 trillion and create more than 1.8 million jobs in the next decade, 

R 1.5 trillion investment from banks and asset managers to fund the infrastructure  plan

‒ Projects ranging from water and sanitation, energy and digital infrastructure

‒ 25 energy projects that could generate R 270 billion in investment and support 260 000 jobs

 REIPPPP - a vehicle for increased local manufacturing opportunities and tackling inclusive growth through 

procurement of large scale infrastructure

Sources: EnergyPolicyTracker.Org

https://energypolicytracker.org/


The REIPPPP 

 IRP 2019 implementation as is. The domestic wind fleet is forecasted to expand to 17 742 MW by 2030 

 Recent NERSA determination: 4 800 MW between 2022 – 2024

 Operational (onshore wind): 2 080 MW 

‒ Perdekraal East Wind Farm, 110 MW, more than 48% of local manufacturing achieved, 27 months to 
complete amid lockdown regulations

‒ Nxuba Wind Farm, 140 MW, R 3.8 billion investment – achieved early generation, 29th September 2020

 RMIPPPP: 2 000 MW 

 R209.7 billion of investments attracted 

‒ 80% of domestic equity

‒ 33% of black equity shareholding 

 Bid window 5: DMRE targeting bid documentation release “no later than the end of December 2020”

Current status of the programme (Onshore Wind) and market size
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Manufacturing opportunities

 “The Southern African Development Community (SADC) alone has the potential to build 18 GW of 

wind by 2030, the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC) estimates.” SAWEA, 2019

 Opportunities:

‒ Towers, internals, mechanicals, cabling

‒ Civil BoP, electrical, transport and erection 

‒ Steel and concrete towers

 Driver: Local content requirements (REIPPPP rules)

 Local content: % of the total project value

‒ What is level of industrialization achieved through local content commitments? 

• R 55 billion spend to date on local content

Demand, drivers and forecasts
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Systematic local industrialization growth with localised components and 
services assumptions

Original study that informed localisation pre-REIPPPP
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Scenario Assumptions % value 
Local

spend/MW

Dates

achieved?
1. Low-

industrial

content

Grid connection, civil works, other 

capital costs, fully imported wind 

turbines

29% R4.64 million 
2015

2. Medium-low

industrial 

content

Grid connection, civil works, other

capital costs, tower locally made,

rest of turbine imported

47% R7.52 million 2015

3. Medium-

high

industrial 

content

Grid connection, civil work, other

capital costs, tower, blades,

generator and nacelle made locally,

rest imported

66% R10.6 million 2020

4. High 

industrial

content

Grid connection, civil works, other

capital costs, most of turbine made

locally, except for specialised items

such as gearbox, rotor bearings

87% R13.9 million 2020



Impacts of programme delays to prior- and potential investments 
in industrial capacity 
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Company Status

DCD Towers
Capacity of 200 towers per year. 20 000 m3 DCD Wind Towers factory was auctioned off in June 2020. R 536 million, 

facility created 140 manufacturing jobs. IDC, a state owned entity was as a shareholder to the project. 

GRI towers
Capacity of 150 towers per year. Not running at full capacity due to slow down in REIPPPP. Managed to survive the 

delays due to exports 

Major wind turbine 

manufacturer

Recently after a major acquisition with a purpose of setting up manufacture wind turbine components in South Africa 

but has put their plans on hold due to the uncertainty in the future of the REIPPP

Major component 

manufacturer

Initial REIPPPP attracted interest from the major component manufacturer, however, the investment was put on hold 

due to the programme’s uncertainty 

Aberdare Cables, 

Powertech

Transformers and 

Powertech QuadPro

Bid round 1: R 269 million orders

Bid round 2: R 103 million orders

Providing turn key substations, transformers and cabling

SMA 

Closed Cape Town facility due to delays. Facility included production line, quality test centre for SMA’s Sunny Central 

inverters, warehousing and African branch of the SMA Solar Academy training centre. Closed after failure to signing 

the PPAs. Only the sales team remains in the country

Jinko Solar Closed down 120 MW manufacturing facility due to delay in REIPPPP

Source: Stakeholder engagements



How can we make it better?

 Long term stable market outlook

‒ Ensured continuity and predictability of the auction programme 

‒ Streamlined planning and implementation process for relevant lead departments (IPPO, Eskom)

‒ Sustainable work force 

 Policy design and coherence

 Restrictiveness: level of flexibility (sourcing raw materials, components etc.)

 Complementary industrial bases (Established strong base to build on)

‒ Steel

‒ Concrete

‒ Grid connection expertise 

‒ Proven ability to develop manufacturing sectors (automotive)

Key enabling factors for manufacturing opportunities

Source: DTIC IPPO engagements |  8



 Turkey: offers a FIT premium in proportion to the local content in the renewable generation assets and top – up on a 

PPA if localised certain components are localised

 Argentina: fiscal credit (20% of the CAPEX value of components localised) could be used in the balance sheet with 

Argentinian companies

 Brazil: access to subsidized loans up to 50% reduction in interest rates for qualifying projects, 60% LCR for 

components and 90% LCR for services

 Chile: successfully used cash subsidies and local content requirements – to develop a more diversified exporting base, 

with SMMEs in particular seeing a rapid increase in growth and export volumes

 China: local content combined with subsidies; Special Fund for Wind Power Equipment Manufacturing 

 India: all eligible solar PV projects must use cells and modules made in India, and that 30% of a project’s value in solar 

thermal projects must be sourced locally. LCR efforts have developed domestic manufacturing of electric vehicles

 Malaysia: employed a combination of “pioneer status” tax incentives with employment requirements to achieve 

dramatic increases in manufacturing employment – doubling of its share of total employment to 23%, and contributed to 

a reduction of unemployment to below 4%

Source: Local content requirements and the Green Economy, UN – 2014,  stakeholder engagements |  9

Lessons from comparable economies



How can we make it better?

Direct Policies Primary countries where implemented

Local content requirements Spain, China, Brazil, Canadian Provinces

Financial and tax incentives 
Canada, Australia, China, USA, Spain, China, Germany, 

Denmark 

Favourable customs duties Denmark, Germany, Australia, India, China 

Export credit assistance Denmark., Germany 

Quality certification Denmark, Germany, USA, Japan, India, China 

Research and development
All countries; notable programs in Denmark, Germany, USA, 

Netherlands 

Policy measures to support wind power, country comparison

Source: Morris et al 2020 |  10



How can we make it better?

 GRI, steel tower manufacturer 

‒ 400MW/year, ~300 jobs (~85% local)

‒ R475m invested

‒ 25% black ownership (Hulisani and Pele)

‒ Financial viability, ROIs and sustainability

 Manufacturing opportunities reliant on policy certainty and initiatives

‒ Small scale and mining sector opportunities currently limited for wind energy sector

 Incentives for local manufacturing for private sector

‒ Import duties (raw materials vs. fully assembled components/contanerised solutions), customs 
duty exemptions

‒ Price competitive and input costs 

1. Create an attractive environment for the manufacturing investments
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How can we make it better?

 Supplier qualification processes

‒ Ramp up rates for manufacturing facilities 

‒ Follower source model (unlock opportunities for local players and establish relationships with exports markets)

‒ Emerging manufacturers that have been part of unsuccessful bids that have gained experience, established partnerships, 
willingness to invest in expansion etc., active equity shareholding (re-integrate and support future participation)

 Testing and accreditation facilities aligned to international standards 

‒ Challenges to securing accreditation and certification

 Knowledge transfer programme for locally set up entities (with sensitivity to IP)

‒ Incubation facilities beyond existing training centres

 Pre-defined “checklist” type and legally bidding frameworks as part of the bidding rules 

‒ Local and international supplier partnerships

 SEZs, IDZs etc.

‒ Tax incentives, land leasing, property, utility subsided rates

2. Enabling greater participation by emerging local players
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How can we make it better?

 REIPPPP has created 50 984 direct Job-Years to date 

‒ 41 345 jobs in construction

‒ 9 639 jobs in operational phase

 How can we secure jobs in the rest of the value chain going forward

‒ An industrialisation plan to develop manufacturing capability

‒ Skills available to meet the demand

 Contribution to the protection of livelihoods for those transitioning from coal jobs

‒ Location of job opportunities in transition areas

‒ Re-skilling opportunities for those in the declining sector

3. Re-skilling the energy sector and aligning skills for future procurement rounds

Source: IPPO Q4 2019-29, RES4Africa-CSIR |  13



How will the REIPPPP evolve?

“For any evolutionary path to grow,  a stable home 

market is required” – Szewczuk et.al 2010
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Evolutionary path for South Africa’s wind energy industry

Source: Szewczuk et.al. CSIR with Riso DTU National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy, October 2010. |  15

Typical production and market growth strategy



Going forward

 Jobs between 2020 - 2030. Based on IRP 2019’s planned deployment of 14 400 MW: 

‒ The wind sector will create  378 174 jobs (direct, indirect and induced) in construction

‒ The wind sector will create  9 795 jobs (direct, indirect and induced) during the O&M phase

 “Increasing black participation in the full REIPPPP value chain, including ownership, as well as 

raising the level of local content, are key priorities for government” – IPPO

 Emerging secondary industries: recycling, waste management, repurposing wind turbines

Manufacturing jobs? Interventions that will enable the manufacturing that will 

produce significant manufacturing jobs

Source: IPPO Q4 2019-29, RES4Africa-CSIR |  16
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